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About this unit
As they face the prospect of moving to secondary school, focus on codes of conduct and 
rites of passage in the lives of faith members; encourage reflection and spiritual growth in 
considering what has gone before and in preparation for what lies ahead.
 
Resources: videos and photos of rites of passage ceremonies

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

Explore codes of conduct from a range of faiths:
Buddhism - Eightfold Path
Christianity - Ten Commandments, Golden Rules, Beatitudes
Judaism - Seven Noahide Laws, Ten Commandments, kashrut
Islam - Five Pillars, Shari’a including halal

Fields of enquiry

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for 
children to:

I can: I can:

Values & Commitments
consider why and how people of 
faith live their lives according to 
beliefs, rules and values

select examples of codes of 
conduct from different faiths and 
consider what they demand of a 
follower

investigate how the demands of 
a code of conduct impact on the 
life of a follower 

consider the codes of conduct in 
my life which arise from religious 
tradition

explore my thoughts about the 
relationship between faith rules 
and the challenges they present 
in the life of a follower

Identity, Diversity & Belonging
explore a variety of personal and 
religious rituals that show identity, 
diversity and belonging including 
rites of passage

describe how the actions of 
participants in both personal 
and communal religious rituals 
demonstrate identity and 
belonging

explain the impact of rites of 
passage on a faith member, 
their family and their religious 
community

show I understand the 
significance of religious ritual for 
believers and connect to ritual 
in my life

show an understanding of how 
the milestones of life engender a 
sense of identity and belonging 
for faith members and others

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

3
Make links between rites of 
passage in different faiths

Compare and make links between 
rites of passage and stages in my own 
life

4
Account for diversity in different 
forms of a rite of passage

Show understanding of how a rite of 
passage can impact on a believer’s life

5

Identify codes of conduct from 
different faiths and explain how 
they guide followers to live 
‘good’ lives

Consider the impact of religious 
codes of conduct on believers of 
different faiths

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term

Unit 6.1: Living a faith 
What are the milestones on the journey of life?



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

groups – identity, Who Do We Think We Are?
teams - codes of conduct
families - faith patterns 

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

what codes of conduct affect the way I live?
why are codes of conduct important to believers;
what are the challenges?
how do the milestones of life give us a sense of identity; 
how do rites of passage demonstrate identity and 
belonging for a person of faith?

Reflect on learning

reflect on the codes of conduct in my life which arise 
from religious tradition

think about the importance of celebrating the 
milestones of life and the ways in which they 
engender a sense of identity and belonging for faith 
members and others

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

contrast patterns of daily life for members of two different religions; 
what are the faith rules they follow each day that demonstrate 
commitment?

roleplay a rite of passage ceremony; hotseat participants, freeze-frame 
and thought-track

write a diary entry from the perspective of a believer taking part in a 
‘coming of age’ ceremony – preparation, what happened, their feelings

evaluate the significance of a rite of passage in the life of a believer – 
was it life-changing?

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

compare codes of conduct from different faiths; how are they 
similar? what are the challenges for a believer and how might they 
respond?

explore rituals in a religious rite of passage; how does a participant 
prepare for such a milestone?

investigate ways in which commitment to a faith is reflected in a 
rite of passage

show how rites of passage are significant for  a faith member, their 
family and the religious community

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

find out about codes of conduct / rules of different 
faiths; interview a faith member about the challenges 
of living their faith

research rites of passage within two or more faiths

observe a ritual or rite of passage; describe what 
happens

Engage the learner

school & class rules
first communion experiences 
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